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January 16-17, 2017
High Meadow Farm Loxahatchee, FL

By Renee Kemph McKinley

This year’s trainers’ conference was held under sunny skies, with 
palm trees blowing in the wind, and temperatures in the seventies, 
perfect for both riding and auditing. There were at least 300 train-
ers and riders present, as well as approximately 50 judges who sat 
in the bleachers behind C. The conference is a very popular USDF 
educational event, and people come from all over the country to see 
a variety of talented horses and riders being schooled and educated 
by professional trainers and judges.

This year Lilo Fore and Hans-Christian Matthiesen were the presenters. 
Lilo is a recently retired FEI 5* and Para 3* judge, as well as a USEF 
“S” and DSHB “R” judge, among other accreditations and awards. The 
IDCTA recently hosted a Lilo Fore clinic at Tempel Farms.

Hans-Christian Matthiesen is an FEI 5* judge, as well as a veterinarian 
by profession. He has many other Danish titles and has helped shape 
dressage as we now know it.

The very !rst horse on the scene completely stunned the audience. 
Fi! MLW is a seven-year-old Hanoverian mare by Fidertanz, ridden 
and owned by Nora Batchelder. She was working at Third level, al-
though the mare carried herself in an FEI frame naturally and gave 
the impression of an FEI horse. She was rhythmic, cadenced and 
graceful, without any hint of forced or mechanical movement. I don’t 
know that I have seen a more elegant and balanced dressage horse. 
Her rider had her in a perfect, soft contact with both self-carriage 
and expression. But even a horse who appeared to score a 10 on 
everything still had things toork on. As we all know, dressage is a 
sport of constant perfectionism.

Adequan/USDF FEI-Level Trainers Conference

Horses are horses, and Fi! did break at the canter – once - when being 
asked for collection. The audience gasped. I had to keep reminding 
myself she is only seven! Lilo worked with her to regulate and teach 
her how to “sit,” not with a smaller canter but with more jump. They 
spent some time touching on collection, keeping the stride length 
but with more jump and activity. Her gaits were beautiful, smooth, 
and absolutely adjustable. Her half-passes were breathtaking, her 
counter-canter was balanced, her "ying changes were through. I 
have never personally witnessed a horse quite like her. Many kudos 
to her patient and elegant rider, who demonstrated quiet aids and 
gentle coaching. They were quite a team. I think there were about 
400 people wishing they could run out and !nd a horse sired by 
Fidertanz. Though I easily could, I won’t write an entire article on 
this wonderful mare.

In addition to the lovely Fif, there was a nice variety of horses of vary-
ing ages and training. There was a twelve-year-old Hanoverian stal-
lion by Sandro Hit working PSG, a nine-year-old gelding by Rotspon 
schooling GP, and a seven-year-old gelding by Sandro Hit schooling 
Fourth Level. There was a horse with an  

interesting story and a Midwest connection, which upon my return 
home, I discovered was connected directly to a girl in my barn. This 
nine-year-old Dutch carriage horse was brought to the New Holland 
auction in 2011 by the Amish because he was too hot, purchased by 
my friend who was a working student for Peter Grigoriev at that time, 
and went from never having a rider on his back to schooling Grand 
Prix movements two years later. Peter took him to Florida, where he 
was sold in 2014. This horse had some challenging conformation is-
sues, yet still had a nice passage. I think most of us can relate to this 

An unidenti!ed rider under the watchful eyes of Hans-Christian Matthiesen and Lilo Fore. Photo by Renee McKinley.
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situation more than the perfect mare, who was a rarity, since most 
of us tend to own the more typical variety of dressage horse. The 
oldest horse in the group was an eighteen-year-old KWPN gelding 
by Gribaldi. Another mare, a seven-year-old Oldenburg mare by 
Bordeaux, was schooling the developing PSG. All horses were ridden 
in double bridles.

My favorite take-away exercise from this conference was a prepa-
ration gymnastic for canter pirouette work. Lilo had the rider ride 
a schooling pirouette to diagnose any issues, and then used this 
pattern to help the horse and rider develop more control over the 
collection and turning within the movement: First she had the rider 
come down the quarter-line before A (between D and F) at the walk 
to the right, traveling straight all the way toward the judges. She 
then directed the rider to start a !ve- meter volte right (toward M) 
from a shoulder-fore, positioning on the straight line to a travers-like 
feeling into a volte into the corner, back to a shoulder-fore feeling 
on the way out for straightness. She instructed the rider to feel how 
much bend was required at the walk and imagine the amount of 
aides required to bring the horse into the !ve-meter volte corner in 
the canter. The rider then was asked to pick up the canter from col-
lected walk, and work the long side with a few strides of collected 
canter, letting it out very slowly into a working canter, then back 
to the collected canter. Lilo stressed only letting the horse out as 
much as you could and still recollect the horse with the seat aids and 
little change in the rein aids. As the horse approached F, she asked 
for collection into the pirouette canter with travers feeling, a !ve-
meter volte leading the shoulders around, then coming out straight 
with the shoulder-fore feeling on the quarterline to straighten, and 
back to bringing the canter forward and back. She did not drill this 
exercise, just worked each direction and then asked the rider to ride 
a schooling pirouette in each direction where we all witnessed the 
improvement in the canter balance and the turn in both directions. 
It seemed straightforward once the rider had the rhythmic collected 
canter and brought the shoulders around into the turn.

There was quite a bit of discussion about the shoulders of the horse 
in collection and rein length. Keeping the reins short gave the rider 
the ability to lighten the hand forward, where the longer rein would 
pull backwards and draw the shoulders down. The frame in front 
should not be shorter, drawing the shoulders downward. I know that 
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some of this is easier to comprehend visually, but hope that words 
can su#ce for now in clarifying some of these training tips.

Unfortunately, toward the end of Day 1 the clinic became a little 
obsessed with the shoulder-in, and then judging the shoulder-in. 
The judges at C became involved with the microphones more than 
I have seen in USDF Trainers’ Conferences in the past, and by Day 2 it 
became more a judge’s forum than a trainers’ conference. I thought 
this was unfortunate; although a few comments on judging a par-
ticular movement would have been helpful, by Day 2 the focus was  

so far towards judging that the horses were mainly riding one 
movement with tedious discussion afterward on the varying score 
opinions. The demonstration horse and rider would then walk around 
without instruction, missing out on valuable training opportunity. 
Both trainers and riders became a bit exasperated, and there was 
much sighing. Whether or not the judges found it helpful and edu-
cational, I cannot say.

Some of my favorite training tips and quotes:

“Stay with me” when teaching the horse how to regulate the canter 
tempo with your seat

“Collecting is NOT slowing down”

“Canter rhythm is priority”

“Start to collect the canter by getting the jump with the inside leg before 
going to the outside rein”

“Slow release of built-up energy from collected to extended - use the 
short side to ball up energy - collect; prepare; release”

“Adjustability - activate what you already have”

“Go someplace but keep it” when collecting canter

“Don’t drill weaknesses”

“Connection issues are hind leg issues”

“Perceived soundness problems may actually be training issues”

“Smaller strides articulate and lubricate joints”

“Let seat collect (clutch); Let legs keep going (gas pedal)”

“Balance may be lost when you stay too long in collection”

“Shorter reins can “breathe” forward; long reins pull backward”

“Put your hands on the shelf” - equal rein length

“In pirouette preparation - a pinch of salt - just an idea of haunches-in 
as you bring the shoulders around”

In summary, there were a variety of horses, breeds, gender, ages and 
types, which always helps when you are learning training techniques 
and how to conquer certain faults of both horse and rider. Every rider 
in the conference was well-educated and tactful; it was quite an 
impressive demonstration horse/rider selection. Interspecies commu-
nication can be di#cult, and I think that is where the art of dressage 
comes in. Watching di$erent riders from di$erent walks of life with 
horses of di$ering conformations and abilities helps us to develop 
our own riding. Sometimes we learn what to do, and sometimes we 
learn what not to do. Observation is a very valuable tool in educating 
ourselves as well as training our horses, and auditing clinics, scribing, 
standing around warmup rings at shows all help us to develop our 
skills, our eye, and discernment of what is and isn’t correct.

An unidenti!ed clinic participant. Photo by Renee McKinley.


